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C H A P T E R - I 

kNTRODUC1'ION 

VALUES· FAMILY. AND SCHOOL 
------1-------a-------------

,THE PROBLEM 

It is by now common-place in Sociology to attempt ta explain 
and understand the social phenomena in terms of the structure 
of values prevailing in a given society• J.or instance; Max 

.~ 

Weber (translated by Parsons:1930) explains the growth of 
capitalism in Europe by referring to the values of ascetic 
protestanism prevailing during the period of Industrial 
Revolution in Europe • SimUarly Sorokin t s study of history 

was directed at the discovery of the meanings and values 
implicit in, or generating from human activities• In Sorokin's 
work ria value Theory is available vhich relates together 
philosophy; history; and sociology more directly and more 
vital.ly than has ever yet been possible" (F.R;.Cowell:19?0:XI:..lt-5). 

b term 'values' has gained such wide currency 1n 
sociological literature that different authors ascribe 

-different meanings to it• Certain authors use the term 
•values' to refer -~,goals which are objects ot inclusive 
attitudesti•(Newcomb Theodore:1950:130)• · Some others regard 

~ 
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''values• as a conception, explicit or implicit, distinctive 
of an individual or characteristic of a group, of the 
desirable, which influences the selection from available 
modes; means and ends of action' (Kluckhon, Clyde:1951a395). 
Some other definitions are not as explicit, as for instance, 
th~f Ayal (1963:35) who regards values as "the syndrome 
of general rules t sanctions ·and goals underlying the 
activities of a society". Parsons and Bales define a 
•value* as a normative pattern which defines desirabJe 
behaviour for a system in relation to his environment without 
differentiation in terms of the ~"lctiorts or units or 
of their particular situations (1955:223). 

The definitions given above are but a few from 
a vast plethora of definitions available on the use of 
this term. To avoid such eonfusion, we shall use the 
term •values' as Kun.kh8l,J.H.(19?1:161) defines it to ref~r 
to the verbal standards of a society and the term norms to 
refer those standards which are actually operating in the 
society. . . 

' The Process pf Socialisation 

The process of socialisation inculcates and 
perpetuates the value system 1n a given society. 
Socialisation takes place throughout the life of an 
individual in a society. However, the socialisation 
process during the early childhood shapes the personality 
of an individual tn a decisive manner and determines to 
a significant extent the value structure of the adult. 
He~s and Thomey (196?) have very rightly claimed :nor 
eln!al significance :Is tlB proposition that the socializa
tion of children maintains basic.~values of the society •• ~. 



The values of adult society are transmitted through 
child rearirg and other teaching practices .i>f children, 
who when they become adults 9 reinforce tmn and help 
to maintain the culture in which they live"• Hence 
it is necessary to study the process or early socialisa
tion if one wants to comprehend the v~ue system in a 
particular~ociety. 

The Famil:tt 

It is widely recognised that the family in 
which the individual is born, exercises a considerable 
innuence · o{l. the value structure of the individual in 

his later life. Several studies have been undertaken 
to demonstrate how early child rearing practices affect 
the later behaviour of the individual. One such seminal 
work has been that of McClelland (1961). MeClelland 1n 

. ~ 

his book ~ieving Soc~ety shows how child rearing practices 
which encourage self•reliance make the individual an 
enterepreneur in his later life. 

The School: 

Apart from the fa.mil.y ano.ther institution that 
plays a dominant role 1n the socialisation process is the 
school. The school 1n many societies has been a new 
institution. With the process of modernation, the school 
is becoming a ubiquitous institution, In many under• 
developed countries 1t is a new institution and often 
confined only to urban areas. Nevertheless as the school 
is becoming an important agent of socialisation, we cannot 
ignore the influence of the school in moulding the 
personality of an individual. 
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Review of the Studie§l 

The importance of the study of the interaction: . 
between the family and the school has been_ recognized and 
there have been many studies in this direction. 

It is one of the common themes of sociology of 
education that the schooling system is explicitly designed 
to ensure the stability of our society. Rupert Wilkinsods' 
(1964) analysis of the 19th century public schools 
illustrates how they become the training ground of the 
guardians of the British Empire. The public scho-ols 
opened their gates to the new cor.a:1ercial and professional 
classes, grooming their offspring for a variety of public 
positions both at home and abroad. The end result.was a 
much closer alliance between aristocracy and the nouvean 
riche, ensuring the perpa tuation of many traditional values. 

Adopting_ a much broader theoretical ap{>roach . 
, Lawrence Stenhouse (1967) has arrived at similar conclu

sions. He maintains that the primary function of school 
is induction into culture; the society has a common set of 
cultural values which are introduced to the indiVidual 
through school. 

Albert Cohen (1955) stresses in his study pe~~nqu~nt 
~ the hold of family and arrives at the conclusion 
that rniddle class children are so much more successful 
than working class because their socialisation experiences 
stress the correct values. On the basis of the contrast
ing class socialisation patterns Cohen makes his evalua
tion of the location and cause of juvenile delinquency. 
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Clements (19,8) makes a critical study of the way 

family and school interact to shape the adolescents• 
occupational aspirations. He conCludes that children of 
different social and educational backgrounds, all tend to 
think in terms of different areas of occupation~ He finds 
that thei~~ mental endowment, social and educational milieu 
have established, within broad limits, the particular segment 
of poss1ble6ccupations 1n terms of which they think. 

Coleman 0961) in his stddy ,The Adolesc§nt Society· 
finds that in a rapidly changing, highly rationalized 
society, the natural process of education in the family 
is no longer adequate. He feels that they have been replaced 
by school (more formalised institution) that is set apart 
from the rest of society and that covers an even longer span 
or time. 

Douglas (1964) in his study The Home gpd The Sgh00~ 
attempts to trace the connection between social origins, school 
experiences, and career choice. He concludes that the type 
of school ae child goes to, has an increasingly important 
in.C.uence on his performance, as he grows older. Himmell'rei t 
(1965) 1n her brilliant article i11ustrates how schools. can 
mruntnr~ themselves to raise educational attainment in spite 
of unfavourable pupll intake. 

There is an overlap • therefore, between the Douglas 
and Himmelweit's studies in that both stress that school can 
be more innuential in the lines of its worl{ing class than 
its middle class pupils. On the basis of this evidence 
perhaps Himmelweits initial assumption. that the family is the 
principal socialising agent, should be questioned. At the 
very least it suggests that the way the various socialising 
agents interact with eaCh other needs to be carefully 
re-examined. 
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Illich in his work DeschooJJ.ng Society { 19?0) and 
Reimer in his work School is'Dead (1971) regard schools as 
advertizing agencies that malre pemple think they need society 
as it is, a societu of life long non-society euphemised as 
never ending progress, a society in which technology holds 
out the promise of sweatless affluence and packaged prestige t 

to all. Secondly, in the words of Reimer:"Power and 

security have always been false ~elnasm beacons leading to 
the repeated shattering or human hopes. They are false 
because the attainment of either ultimate power or security 
would be final and of everything worthwhile in human life." 
To Illich and Reimer, not only ideal itself false , but 1 t 

never 't·rork any way. 

. -ttu Freire in his work fedago,gy. of Oopre§sed (1970) 
treats.Ld.ialeetic of learning and life in more philosoph1ca.J. 
terms. Freire sees oppression as de~Janizing both the 
exploitor who comes to see his victims as things and not 
pec>.ple, and. the exploited, who are robbed on their own 
voices and internalize the character of the oppressor. The 
effect of this education 1s to render tha...passive am 
malleable, fit to oppress and be oppressed, to know their 
place in the established social order. This kind of 
institutional. incensistency occurs when the values of the 
familial institution, for examp~et are not congruous 
with those ot economic institution or when the values 
represented in the educational role are inconsistent with 
those of family. 

Ted Tapper in hi.s study jpung People end Society 

(19?1) using survey method, analyses relationship betwaen 
the fa.mily and the educational system in England •. His 
f:l.ndings reveal that formal Gducation, especially in the 
secondary shhools, has tended to confirm, rather than attempt 
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to change,class and academic differences between individuals. 
The end result is the creation of a well-defined hierarchy 
of status aspirations as well as highly differentiated 
participation levels in the affairs of the society. An 
integral part or the study is an assessment of the likely 
educational and social consequences of comprehensive education, 
The central issue is whether or not the comprehensive schools 
are going to change the trad:ttior.al relationship between 
family background and the school structure. On the basis 
of evidence from two \ery different types of comprehensive 
schools, the implication is that, in the comprehensive 
miliau, social class is not such an important determinant 
of future behaviour~ '.rhe movement is towards a meritocratie, 
rather than an egalitar1ant; society, for there are still 
very marked streaming differences. In the final chapter there 
is an attempt to re-evaluate the large body of research 
work, much of it American, which takes England as the ideal 
type for stable democracy, and to reassess the link between 
educational reform and social change. 

_ Alen c. Kerckhoff in his book §ociali~~tion gng 
Social Cl~§ (19?2) makes an study of the socialization -:-
process as it occurs in the United States, a highly 
differentiated society. He discusses the process of 
development of the ind:tv1dua1 throu~ the pre-adult years 
with spedal reference to variations in tl'l..at process that 
are associated with the individuals level of origin. He 
has reviewed the socialization process within the stratifi
cation qstem of the United States. In his view "Social 
mibility is both poss:2.ble and highly valued in American 
soc1ety"(1972:3). Kerckhoff remarks that "the socialization· 
process may be view·ed as the society's so1ut1on to the 
problem of continuity, the means by which members of the 
society develop attitudes, values, and motives, some of 
which may be in conflict with the conditions of life they 
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experience (19?2:4). Kerckhoff's study reveals that 
the acquisition of basic values and motives is a much 
more important outcome of the socialization process 1n 
early year.s. Traditional values, more commonly round 
among working ... class and lower-class parents, place emphasis 
on order and au.thori ty. Developmental values 1 in contrast, 
place emphasis on the child's motives and the development 
of selfwcontrol. This pattern~ more commonly found among 
,middle class parents, emphasizes ••inte~" qualities 
such as .consideration, cur:tosj.ty, an.d initiative, rather 
than external confonnity. 

While there have been few separate studies on the 
process of socialization in India• there have been no 
signj.fj.cant and systematic studies to exDm.ine the value
structure of the family and the school sy.stem in Indian 
soci.ety. There have also not been any fruitful and worth 
menti Jning studies exa'Ilining the interaction between 
fa...TU.ily and school in the Indian context. But such a study 
will be of immense value in India, especially, when the 
school is regarded as agent of modernisation and 
invari~bly the family is regarded as the bearer of 
tradition. 

As already mentioned there is no study which 
directly links the family uith the school 1n the Indian 
context, ~~r effort here is limited in its scope. We 
have attempted here to review the sociological studies 
available to obtain. a value profile of the Indinn society 
in general and the institution of family in particular. 
In a similar fashion we have attempted to obtain a value 
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profile of the schools in India.·. by the few studies 
that have been made so far. By doing so we hope to be 
in a better position to understand the dynamics of the 
relationship between the family and the school at the 
level of values. 

In India remarkably little research has been 
conducted to discover the interaction between family 
and school.e We believe that \-Then this interaction is 
sufficiently studied, it will enable us to offer. better 
and different methods of coping with social.1sat:i.on. It 
m~ also help in determining the conditions under which 
the tl-JO systems are likeJ.y to support each other effectively • 
The significance of the present study; therefore, lies 
in finding out the extent to which present school system 
has been instrumental 1~ inculcating social values and 
in whiCh respect ft failed to penetrate the value systems 
c£ Indian familia s • 

The present work has been divided into five 
chapters including the present one. The Second Chapter 
presents the Indian family systems and its value profile. 
The Thi:.r:•d Chapter analyses Indian school system and its 
value profile • The Fourth Chapter deals with the inter• 
action between th~alue systemsor the family and school. 

1~-..t tast Chapter presents the conclusions and some crucial 
problems tor empirical research• 



.... 

CHAPTEH - II 

FJ\MILX J:N INDIA MID ITB 
VALUE PROFILE 

Definition of_family: 

Many views have been expressed on the structure of 
family in lnd~a by social anthropologists, indologists, 
orientalists ro1d legal experts. The pre-dominant view is 
that Indian family is typically a joint family. or course, 
the term •joint family' is itself interpreted in diverse 
ways. While there is no agreement on the definition of this 
term, it is further asserted that the Indian joint family 
is transforming itself into elementary or a nuclear family. 

fr JJ 
Once again the term family is used to connote different 
structural arrangemBnts. While some use the term to refer 
to the household i.e. the body of persons who live in one 
house or under one head including parents, children, servants 
etc. the other view is to regard the family as the group 
consisting of parents and the children whether living 
together or not. A third view is to regard it as a 
unit consisting of individuals who are nearly related by 
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e_~o~ J: 
blood and affinity. A fourth view regards the family as,(those 
descendents who aM:- cla.iJni.Rg descent from a conTmon ancestor, a 
house, kindred, a lineage (A.t-1.Shaha1964). 

It is clear that there is no single universally 
accepted definition ot the term 1family•. But as our main 
purpose is to study the family as a socializing institution, 
we shall mean by a family that kin group affinitively or 
agnatically related which exercises a dominant influence 1nl"C... 
socialization ppoeees of a child~ This definition a~s the 
pit-falls of making distinctions between different types of 
tmtx.J family structures that obtain&Q. in India• For our 

purposes, this definition does not exclude various types of 
institutional arrangements which deviate from the elementary 
family type. 11' 

,ibe Ingian .. FamilY System: 

It is widely believed that the dominant fa.m~ 
structure 1n lndia is the joint family. The term • joint 
family• has been defined b;y P.H.Prabhu as. "the living members 
o~he family are, so to speak, trustees or the house which 
belongs to the p1tr1s, the ancestors, in the interests of 
putras, future . members ot . the familY·• • • • The central idea 
here is the worship of the family (Kula) as a temple of 
sacred traditions (parmpara) (195'1 s219). M.N.Srinivas 
characterises the joint family among the Coorgs of South 
lndia who regard themselves as Kshatriyas in the following 
manner: 

-~ ' 

----------_,..-~,,.,._,.., .. '"''"""'"'"'.\i>l,.'--l<·ii-"'"•''·,.O',o:';"";jOO •.. ., -----·~--·-------

a1n our follO\dng diaOUIJI3ion by o;r;ujjan Fumi.J ;;"« t!C ~an gall!lral!T HindU 
families. This ¥Ioul.d <:Vlll..cb tho £¥:Li:w r ;J!J:J :·ltoli.'1:.11 C".ario~icna 
and Parseos. This vould ala:> ca:clUds tr:Un:L £ru:.:Uioz in villagae and 
{!n~n1~-
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"Tha' Okka or the patrilineal and 
patrilocal joint family is the basic group among 
Coorgs. It is impossible to imagine a Coorg 
apart from the Okka of which he is a member. It 
affec:ts his life at every point and colol.lrs all 
his relations wj.th the outside world• People vho 
do not belong to an Okka have no social existence 
at all, and the elders always bring pressure on 
the parties concerned to see that children born 
out of wedlock obtain membership 1n their father's 
or mother's Okka. 

"J.1embersh1p of an Okka is acquired by birth, 
and the6uts1de world always identifies a man with 
his Okka. His association with his Okka does not 
c~aase even after death, because he then becomes one 
or a body oApotheos1zed ancestors (Karanava) who 
are believed to look after the Okka of which they 
were members \'lhen alive. The ancestors are 
worshipped, and offerings of food and drink (bhasan1} 
are occasionally made to them. 

"Formerly the boys in an Okka, all sons of 
agna.tieally related males, grazed the Okka's 
cattle together, hunted birds, and played games. 
When they grev up all of them jointly looked after 
the ancestral estate under the guidance ot the head 
of the Okka-

rtMembership of an Okka. determines to a very 
large_extent the choice of a spouse. First o~, 
marital relations are forbidden between members or 
the same Okka. Where agnation over!fows the Okka, 
the taboo extends to agnatic relatives who are not 
members of the Okka. Again, children ot sisters may 
not intermarry. 

"The ancestra1 1 immovable property of Okka 
was formerly re~ed as impartible. It usuaJ.ly 
descended from one generation of agnatically related 
males to another without being split up 1n the 
process. Partition did, however, occur when ever,y 
c1uti1t adult member of the Okka wanted it. But such 
cases were unusual -- at least that is what one is 
told. Both the difficulty of partition and the 
preference tor leviratic unions added to the 
strength of the Okka. The members of an Okka have 
tdti live together from birth till death. They are 
bound together by numerous strong ties, and they 
co-operate in performing common tasks. After death 
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they become ancestors who continue to show an 
interest 1n their Okka and demand propitiation 
from their descendants. The Okka isr.tsomething 
very much more than the group of living members 
in it at any given moment. It is a continuum 
through time, and the body or living members at 
any particular moment form onl.y points on it. 
Coorga themselves clearly state that the Okka 
has a longer life than its members. they are 
also aware that .an individual lives, in a social 
sense, as long as his Okka. ~ere 1s a great 
de sire for the continuance of the Okka t and there 
is no greater calamity tban its extinction. When 
an Okka is threatened with extinction certain 
traditional devices are resorted to perpetuate 
it." (1953 :124-1?6). . 

Aileen D. B.oss also observes that the traditional 
pattern of living was that of joint family whose members 
were bound together by ties of common ancestry and common 
property, common worship of a tutelary deity, and authority 
exercised by the head of the family 1 usually the eldest 
male 11rre (1961 t8),. According to Hindu law, the family 

prpperty was not strictly :l.mpartiable; but parti&lltm was 
infrequent and 1tmwas quite usual for families to comprise 
thre.e or four generations living; working and eating 
together, Besides property and work; religion was an 
important force un1 ting the joint family, for 1 ts members 
included t~e dead and unborn as well as the 11 ving, 

Xndian Fam~lY: w<1 SociaJ. Chwge 

TlB Report on the 1951 Census or India reveals 
that in recent times the importance of. the joint-family 
has gradually declined .~, -1 it 1s the;rargued, on the basis 
of classification of households by number of members that 
"~ltes do not continue to be joint according to the 
traditi.onal custom ot the country and the lubi:t habit of 
breaking away from the ~oint family and setting up separate 
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~ouse.holds is quite strong"' (Vol.! , 1951 :50) • This f'act T 1\/"e..& ~~ 

1~ ise the controversy as to what extent the joint f'amily 
was a dominant institutional form, and thus how much 
industrialization or urbanization had affected. the family 
system. 

· L~est stu~ies in the field of family sociology 
in India are~~.P.Desai (1964), Ram Krishna Mukerji (1969a 
and 1969b) 1 M.S.Gore (1968). These studies demonstrate 
that the 1 jointness' of Indian family has not disappeared 
inspite of industrialization and urbanization process in 
our country. I.P.Desai has vehemently criticized the con~ 
elusions of the Census (1951) on various groupds (Sociological 
Bulletin IV(2) ,sept.1955 :97-117). He has· a general argument 

, I 

to the effect that, With the changing external conditions of 
the joint family such as co-residence, commensality• worship 
and even property are becoming less important as the 
criteria of jointness.11 Yet joint family sentiment does 
not vanish with the residential separation. 

But none of these scholars deny the fact that 
today changes are taking place in the spheres of civic, 
social, economic ,and cultural life which are affecting 
the pattern of family living. Certain social and 
economic factors, better educational facilities, increased 
wage•earning opportunities, ~ave affected the Doeia~ 
structure of the family. In the word'l!!i -or A.R. Desai:"the 
traditional joint-family ~'d the familistic rural 
framework havP been undergoing a qualitative transforma:-
tion. The basis of rural family relationships is shifting 
from that of status to that of contract·. The rule of 
custom is replaced by that of law. The family is being 
transformed from a unit of prdduction to a unit of 
consumption (except in the case of land-mmers and capital 
owners whose families are still productive)- The 



cementing bond of the family is being changed from 
consanguinity to conjugality (1961 :48). ~ough other 
studies do not subscribe to Deaai's contention it is 
undeniable that the structure of the family is under• 
going change especially in the urban areas. But in the 
midst of great social; economic and political changes 

over the centuries, India has a long heritage of stable 
tmnily life and family struc~ure, and the spirit of 
family solidarity bas remained a sustaining powor which 
has provided meaning tc the daily lives or the Indian 
people (Beteille:1964:23?-244). 

We should note the fact that the joint or 
extended family is an ideal family pattern 1n Indian 
context i.e. the jotntness of the family is itself 
a high value in the Indian society. It is for our 
purposes a very significant fact because the sentiment 
ot 'jointness •, of a family is very crucial in influenc
ing th$6hild. 

ln our study oi)fhe value profile of the 
Ine.an family lie would examine the value profile of a 
family in a rural area separately than that of a 
family 1n urban area. The justification for such an 
exercise 1s the fact that despite that o£ rapid 
industrialization the changes that have occured .in 
rural areas are much less compared to changes in urban 
area. Further we will explore the vaJ.ue prQf'iles of 
families belonging to different castes 1n both rural 
and urban areas. 

* In our discussio». of value. profiles, we have not maintained B. distinction 
between values and norms. When we use the term avaluesa we include 

·'I· ,,}nGi-ms• as part of the value system. further, we have not dealt with J 
·deviant patterns as the. t would have . .. .· s. separa.te topic. Our discussionJ 
~~ confined to the ideal patterns -· tams, the f arnily and the school • ... 
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!t is contented that families in rural areas 
have a value profile which is more traditional than that 
of tbe value profiles of the urban families. For instance 
A.R.Desai is of the opinion that the rural family is more 
homogeneous, stable, integrated and organically functioning 
than the urban 'family. Another essential characteristic 
of the rural family is that it is generally based on the 
personal household. The rural family is characterised'by 
greater discipline among its members than the urban 
family. Further, since there ~s considerably state Gr 
public provision~. for meeting educational, cultural, or 
social needs of the people.in the rural area than +n the 
urban, the rural family attempts also to satisfy these 
needs of its members. It thus serves as a school, a 
recreation centre, as well as a matez:ni ty or a non-' 
maternity hospital. The interdependence of the members 
of the rural family and the depen4ence of its individual 
members on it are, therefore, far greater than in the case 
of the urban family. They de~ elop more colletivist family 
consciousness and less individualistic emotion. 

I 

In a rural society, a family is discredited if 
any of its individual mem'J?ers perpetrates an infamov.s 
act. .Similarly the gl?rY of llN. .. t...-cm·llri~ a-chievement also 
occures to the family even at the cost of :~h·iS:: li'"e.; • 
Since the rural :Jraniily~ds a more integrated and disciplined 
unit than the urban family, the head of the rural family. 
exercises almost absolute power over its members. In fact, 
•the head of the family has had the right and authority 
m be the ruler, the ;priest, the teacher, the educator and 
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manager of family. Thus, the family, through its head, 
subordinates its individual members to itself. The l.atter 
~re completely submerged in the family; hence they hardly 

devel.op any individuality or personality. 

The urban family in contrast to , the rural family 

is less authoritarian but also less co-operative. This .1s 
. . 0.. 

due to a variety or reasons. First, it is not.Lsingle 
productive unit administered by the family head since its 

adult members are mostly engaged in occupations unconnected 
With, outside the home~ Further, educational, recreational, 
and a number of other. needs of 1 t.s members are at1sf1ed 

by extra-family institutions like school, clubs and others, 
Property of its earning members, too, tends to be individual, 

since it is derived out ot extra-family occupations, In 
the spheres of marriage also, its members are increasingly 

· exh1bi t1ng independence and marcy persons of their own 
choice. 

The members ot rural family being engaged in 
work connected with the peasant household, spend practically 
the whole day together. In contrast to this, the members 
of the urban family engaged in different occupations or 
being educated o~tside home, spend only a small portion 
ot the day together. Even thetr recreationil centres 
such as clubs and others lie outside the home. Hence 
the home becomes only a temporar.y nightshs}~for the members 
of the urban family. Since the family has ooen the basic 
social institution of the rural social world, it is 
natural to expect that the whole social organization of 
agriculture aggregates has been stamped by the characteristics 
ot the rural family. ln other words, al.1 the other social 
institutions end fundamental social. relationships have been 
permeated by, and modelled according tot the patterns of 
rural family relationships. 
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Further, ethical codes, religious doctrine.s, 
social conceptions and legal norms governing rural 
societies have always condemned anything which would 
weaken the rai stability of the family. They have 
preached implicit obedience to parents on the part ot 
sons and daughters and to husband on the part or wife 
(A.R.Desa1:1969:34-35)• 

Spontaneous co-operation and solidarity feel• 
1ng are found to be appreciably less among the urban 
people than among the rural people. The cult of family 
dominates, Religious and other ceremonies have for 
their famttJ object the security and prosperity of the 
familY+ Tradition severely governs its lite processes• 
As a result of all these factors rural society is marked 
with much less mobility than urban society. It undergoes 
change w1 th extreme slowness. 

In India, due to l.ack of sufficient industrial 
development, the forces of urban society have not penetrated 
rural society to the same extent as :1n industrially 
advanced societies. The rural family retains its specific 
traits to a far greater extent in India• In India British 
cap1 talism transformed socio-economic structure or the 
Indian society and further, established a centralized state. 
This resulted in a number ot consequences. Private and 
state gencies increasingly established schools. The rural 
family which served as the school for its members now 
began to receive education outside the familY• Further, 
the family is ceasing to become an omnibus social agency, 
it being shorn of its economic, political, educational, 
medical, religious andbther social and cultural functions 
(A.R.Desa1:1969:3?). 
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Hagen (1962) also expresses similar views. He 
makes a distinction between ruraJ. or peasant families on 
the on~d and the urban based elite f~ilies on the 
other. He is of the view that extended fa.mi).y 1.s 

predominant family structure in the rural areas. The 
rural fgm!lies have a value structure which emphasizes 
authority an(Jliuty. The eldest member of the family is . 

the chief dec1sion•maker in the family, Children are 
expected to acco~odate themselves to the convenience 
of the adults to a degree that is not true in a~· Western 
society. Sister submits to brOthers and younger boys 
submit to older ones and in turn dominate their juniors 
and sisters. This set o~amily rankings is the base of 
authority and states at the top of society. The individuals 
primary loyili ty may be of his family, the family in turn 
ackniwledges allegiance to persons who are higher in the 
hieararchy. This loyaJ.ity is more than ceremonial. 

Thus in the :rural family there .is an emphasis 
on hierarchical values which are prevalent in the wider 
society. Hagen regards the urban based families as elitiest 
Who dominate government, wear Western clothes, derive 
Western automobiles* talk of Western art and literature 
(1962:7lt.). The values among elite families include a 
qualified approval of humait!stic, intellectual or religious 
endeavours. However, Hagen differs from ·A.R.Desai in 
regarding the urban elitist family as totally contract 
based rather .than the status based in its vaJ.ue structure, 
i.e. Hagen stresses the fact that since the elitist families 
owe the position partly to their status rather than their 
achievement and since they regard their position is 
threatened by others, there is to certain extent an 
eophasis on hierarchical value even in an urban family. 
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M.N.Srinivas also mentions that the value
structure of an urban household :· i~j likely to be different 
from that or a rural household. The urban household 
.often lacks those elders who are not only tradition-bouqd 
but also .have the knowledge of the complex rituals ~~-~ a.'y(2. 

~. perf'o~ed at festivals and other occasions. Their 
mere presence exercises a moral influence in favour ot 
tradition. The education of women has produced a situation 
in which young girls do not have the time to learn ritual.s 
from their mothers or grandmothers, and the small house-
holds in big cities frequently lack the old women who have 
thet)... knowledge and the leisure. The educated wife has less 
oft.,.traditional culture to pass on to her children, even 
should she want to, stUl more significant is the fact that 

elite households have become articulators of the values of 
a highly competitive educational and employment system. 
Getting children admitted. to good schools, supervising their 
curricuJ.ar and extra-curricular activities, and worrying 
about their future careers absorb the energies or 
parents (Srin1vas:1972:139). 

Nov we shall examine in detail the value 
proflles of families in rural and urban areas based on 
field-work monographs. Let us first consider the value 
profiles in rural Indian families. 

The Value Profi.J.es !,n Rural Indian Familie,s: 

It is well established that Indian rural society 
1s patril.1neal and virilocal except that of Nayars in 

Kerala. Rural family emphasizes hierarchical authority, 
the interaction between the subordinates and superordinates 
within the roles or family is based on respect, obedience 
and restraints. T.N.Madan write.s or Pandit Brahmins of a 
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Kashmir village: ttvJhat strikes the observer is the 
extreme restraint which characterizes relations between 
adult men and women in Pandit society11 (1965:76). 
Henery O-resst1en in his study of village in Poona. · district 
mentions the general ideal is that a man should respect 
and obey his elder· brother as he would his father and 
should treat his e~der-brother 1 s Wif'e as an elder sister. 
"The oldest male of the highest generation is supposed 
to receive the most respect and obedience, the female at 
the opposite pole, the most protection and care"(Orenstein:+s:.~):O:• 
1965:4?-48). Adrian Mayer 1n his .study of a village in a 
Madhya Pradesh makes a similar comment, "The dominant 

' note in formal pattern of relations in the household is 
that of restraint. There is restraint between pe&ple 
or different age and restraint between those of opposite 
sexn .(1960:214). Mayer adds that while his character~zation 

"' m~ make the household appear as a place full of restric• 
tions and autocratic authority, "yet in a hap!JY househo~d, 

this is partly not the case. Authority on the one hand and 
respect on the other mix in an easy carrying out or duties, 
and the reticence or the women is one of modesty, not fear". 
Dumont also emphasizes that the hcirarchy of the fgmily, 
deference and avoidance are all inculcated by the family. 

The rural family also places a high value to the 
seclusion or women. The ideal woman 1s one who is modest 
and whose ~oyalty to husband 1s total as embodied in the 
concept of •Pati ... vrata'• 

Similarly the children are expected extremely 
deferencial to the parents and are expected to serve them. 
This ideal is very well brought out in Mahatma Gandhi's 

autobiography, when he tells how, ~as a boy, he was deepl.y 
affected by a drama (Sravan Kumar) about a son t s self• 
sacrificing devotion to his parents which left an indelible 

~ 1 it'} y ) 2 I lt 4 ( N 7 
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impression on Gandhi's mind. He goes on to tell of his 
marriage at the age of thirteen and of his great pre-occupa
tion with his life. But nothing in his role as busband 
could be allowed to conflict openly With his devotion as son. 
He points out:"I dared not meet her in the presence of the 
elders, much less talk to her" (1940:11·17). At the moment 
ot his father's death, Gandhi was with his wife rather than 
devotedly caring for his sick father as he thought he should 
have been. This marked a crucial point 1n his career; the 
experience turned him more firmly townd ascetism. He said 
that the un1£1lial deed remained "a blot I have never been 
able to efface or forget"(BudoJ.ph:1965:86-89). 

V§J.ue • .froj.iles in D1f'lectent Castes: 

We ~hall now explore the 'Vf.i\ue profile of rural 
families in different castes, Andre Beteille emphasises 
!that Brahmins in the village Shr1puram v~lue Sansltri tic 

learning even today. They themselves regard their familiarity 
with Sanskrit as a s1.gn of refinement t and. a very b1gh social 
~ue is attached to it (1969:93). 

Morris Carstairs who makes an indepth study of 
socialization processes in the village Deoli of Rajasthan 
notes that the Brahmin families P;nphasise strict ritual . 
observances o~induism. In the Brahmin families there is 
a stres\on formality and respect rather than on affection 
and intimacy towards. the parents. Car stairs also notes 
the emphasis placed on learning among the Brahmin families. 
In short Brahmin over-emphasise thevaiues present in Hindu 
religion. 

With reference t.o RajpU.t families in De:oll 
Carstairs notes that the stress on cettain values is 
greater. There is an explicit stress upon patterns of 
authority and submission. The Rajputs like Brahmins had 
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unshakable belief that their own caste is the most desirable 
one in which to be born., However, Rajput families emphasize 
the quality of aggression and self-assertion and to a certain 
extent these values stress achievement., Hitchcock (1963) 
in his study of' Khalapur village near Delhi also brings out 
the fact that the Ralputs stress their caste duty and warrior 
tradition. The Rajput family also upholds the t.ra.d1tional 
mode of family relation. There is an exmphasis on discipline 
and masculine values in respect of aggression and quarrels. 

Carstairs notes that Banias of De~ stressed on 
the nm values of ahimsa. The other distinguishing value 
of their nre was their worship of money ( 119) • They 

subscribe to the same ideal values as Brahmins but are taught 
1n practice to prize wealth above everything.. Those of them 
who take P.indu religious values seriously are aware of the · 
painful anti thesis between their real aims • Many are 
content to give only lip service to the ideal. values, 
concentrating their energies upon the serious business ot 
getting rieh (124). 

Families of lower castes try to incorporate the 
values of local Brahmins. This major trend, first identified 
and scientifically articulated by M.N.Srinivas as 

I 

'Sanskritization t. The process of 'Sanskritization' 
demonstrates the possibility and direct:f.cn or movement 
in the status hierarchy in castes, a lower caste, especially 
1n the middle regions of the hierarchy can register, an 
upward move a1n a generation or two ••• , by adopting 
vegetarianism and teetotalism and by Sanskritizing its 

. r1 tual a.'ld pantheon« ( 195'2 :30).. · Here we~· have to add that 
only rich lo"Wer castes are trying to Sanskr1tize and not 
all the lower castes. The AQt•Dravid~ of Kunbapettai 
village in South India do not dispax·a.ge Brahmin ~es in 

.. 
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secluding women from work :pr in proh1b1t.1ng the 
remarriage of widows (Gough:1956:39). In Adi-Dravida 
parental authority does not last long as compared to 
a Brahmin because the son in Adi-Dravida family q:il:Lckly 
comes to earn. 

In Sonapur village, near Benaras in North .,..._ 

India, Cbalnars who have some educationa usually aspire 
to the family values of the higher castes (Cohen:1961). 
Here, as in the South India example those who want to 
raise themselves socially emulate the prest:tgious family 
model. Successful Chamar families imitate Brahmanical 
values taking women from agriculture work. 

s.C.Dube in his study of Shamirpe t vi~lage 
about 25 miles from Hyderabad brings out changes 
occurring in rural family values. He notes& "In the 
organization of the family the changed conditions. and 
changing attitudes or the people have brought about some 

# ' 

significant variations. It is difficult to present it 
E?tatist:ically, but it could generally be said that in 
recent years the cohesion of the family has suffered on 
account of the growth of the spirit of 1nd1vid~~1sm •. 
'Thereby family solidarity has been adversely"'a.ffected, 
~e people no longer have the same attachment for ·the 
soil of their ·settlement, and consequently mobility 
has increased. Among the younger people,~s,ecially 
among those who have had some education or urban 
contacts, the desire to go to the city is mente sting 
itself on an increasing scale. In making records of 
biographies and general attitudes of· the people, the 
contrast in thti:l attitudes of the two steps of people emerged 
clearly. While the elderly and the middle aged, mostly 
illiterate, complained about inconveniences of village life,they 
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still regarded it a~he only way ot life possible tor 
them. On the other hand, the younger people seemed to 
idealize the city and its. numerous attractions; and 
made no effort to conceal their nmm contempt for the 
rustic ways of the village-folk. This change in 
attitudes and·preferences has on the one hand encouraged 
migration to cities of poung yeople who take up the smal.l 
jobs there; and on the other; it has generated disharmony 
and dissensions wi t.hin · the family cauBing considerable 
dislocationn 1n the ostablj.shed principlec a.ccord1ng to 
which priorities a.nd concessions went with age and kinship 
status. Service 1n the army, and city restau:A:·ants and. the 
influence of the c:1.nema tend to accentuate a.l1 this, but 
so far the nuruba;; of young men with these tendencies is 
not more than 10% or 15% or tha total of·their age group" 
(196? :223) •. 

We have already made f'ew comments on the impact 
of urbanization on values of the family • In this section 
we stud.v the value prcfile of urban family in greater 
depth basing on few monographs "1h1ch are available in this 
area.. We a! .. e aware of the fact that as the literature 
ir¥this area is scarce, our observ·ation will be only 
tentative in nature. 

In his study Urbanization and Fam!ll Cbaqge 
~1968) M.s.Gore finds that urbanization, and industrializa• 
tion only effected in 11mi ted change in urban family 

(1968:232). Gore selects tor his study Aggarwal families 

located in Delhi and compares the attitude of these 
families a with those located 1n a rural area around Delhi 
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(1968:226·2?). Be. is generally ot the view that both 
rural and urban areas show a high degree of conform! ty 

to the traditional values. The differences between 
urban a!ld :rural samples accord1ng to Gore was significant 
in the choice of f'anily types. The urban respondants was 
more likely to choose nuclear family than the rural 
respondents while he ~inds that there is a general pattern 
ot coni'o:rm:tty'in regard to womants work-role nnd status 
.1n both :ru.ral and Ul"bali. samples. Within this pattern 
the urban sample tends t<.J be less of o. conf'ol·mist. Gore 
remarks "Secularization of life and the grouth or 
individualistic philosophy are incompatible with joint 
family l1.v:S.ng, because by .emphasizing the norms ot 
rationaJ..ity, the mliqueness of the individual1 s rlght ·to 
pursue his own goals, they make conformity to fanlily 
tra.ditj_on and the acceptance of familial controls 
difficult fo'l: individual members"{1968:4)). In regard 
to attitude towards marriage a general pattern of 
conformity to traditional values was found in both rural 
and urban sampJ.es although within this general pattern 
the urban sample was more non-conformist. He also finds 
that more ~ducated families tended to be more 
non-conformist {p .230 •' Goee ends 1:lp his study that 
with education of women and with greater impact of 
industrialization the urban family may undergo further 
changes in regard to its attitudes and values regarding 
to tradition. 

Aileen D.Ross (1961) in her study 1n a sample 
or urban f&.milies 1n BangaJ.ore city notes that· there have 
been sev·e:ral changes in HindU f'and.lies. The study suggests 
that the younger brides are now more desirous of living 
separately of in-laws (1961:289) •. The modern mothers tend 
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to encourage such tendencies. The role or the father 1s 
likely to change due to residence 1n cities (1961:291). 
fh.e vaJ.ue attached to the authority of male is being 
gradually eroded. Instead of the male being authoritarian 
member, he is likely to become a companion to his wife. 
The woman's position within her family has improved in the 
sense that she becomes dhief pivot around which the family 
life revolves (1961 :292~. In modem urban families, it is 
the wife who takes over the tunction of seej.ng the 

' 
complicated time schedule of different· members co-ordinated 
and carried out. She may have to work outside the home. 
Infgist, the urb~ ~ family steadily tending to move . 
from the trad1t1on~ ... :u.st jo:tnt family to the modern conjugal 
family and she is ·of the opinion that if a full complement 
of,technological forces impinge on the family structure, 
1 t will change. 

I .P .Desai's main interest has centred round the 
concept of jointness of the Indian family and its indicators 

I 

PJid measures. We find the culmination of his point of 
view lt:n jQzne ~.m2ects ot: IM1J,y j.n ... M@Ptv;a (1964). This is 

a study of jointness of family in a small seaport town in 
the Gulf of Cambay in Saurashtra. He has taken pains to 
demonstrate tha.t Indians live only by values and norms. 
On the basis of his findings in Mahu,ra I ~P .Desai concludes 
that separat:ton from the joint famil1.es and the existence 
or the nuclear families were as much the fact in the 
past as they are today. That several houses returned to 
jo1ntness from nuclearity is evidence of the persistence 
of that norm even in the present times. The tl-to way 

process still continues (1964:4?). The rules of marriage• 
Sradha and the impurities of birth and d.eath and of mutual 
obligations in every day routine and on special occasions 
are the eviden~e of joint.ness in separation (1964:5?-58). 
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I.P.Desa1 observes that level or education increases among 
the families of higher degree of jointness or in other 
words the degree or jointness has a favourable effect on 
the level of educat~on or the families (1964:108·110). 
His conclusion is that longer stay in Mahuva has not 
aftected the norm of jointness. 

Milton Singer in his perceptive study of 
industrial leaders in Madras city (1968) finds that the 
relationship between industrialization and urbanization 
and the change in the structure of values of family is 
very complex.. He finds in his study that there is no 
ubilineal change from joint family to nuclear or elementary 
family. Be views that industrialization has only modified 
the joint family organization (1968:296). While the 
controlling authority in the joint-family resides 1n the 
family head, he is expected to consult other members 
of the family also on important decisions. Xhe control 
of the f'irm remains in · the family. \-Jhen the sons marry 
and take up responsible positions in the family firm, 
he still maintains the familial links with his parents. 
The son may set up separate residence after he marries but 
usually the residence happens tosbe 1n the same family 
compound• Contact is also maintained td.th relatives in 

towns and villages and occasions such as weddings, births, 
deaths, give chance for a visit to relatives. Further 
Milton Singer observes that industrialization has not 
brought about a total secularization of values and beliefs 
in the family• Tradition is increasingly compartmentalized. 
The industrial leaders increasingly support temples, 
mathas_ and religious functions and funet1.onar1es. They 
hire domestic priest to perform religious rites at home. 
They obtain participation of the wife, children and other 
relatives in ritual performance (1968:334). 
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Singer also finds that among these industrial 
I , 

leaders the life cycle rites and calanderic festivals 
are observed. These include sacred thread ceremony of 
Brahmin boys t weddings and major temple festivals of 
ones caste or sect, This, however, does not preclude the 
business leaders from functioning effectively as modem 
managers in their modern factories. So by the process 
of compartmentalization the families in' Madras have taken 
the account of the pressures of industrialization. Thus 
we notice that unilinear trend of change in values of 
family from a traditionalist type to a modern type is 
not a common pattern. 

Prom1lla Kapur in her study Marr~§.iSe and the 
Wor!Q.ng Women. Jn ln~a ( 19?0) explores the emerging 
aspect of family 1n India, based on interviews with 
three hundred educated working women of Delhi. It is 
clear from her study that while there has been a change 
in woman's role and relationship 1n the family, the 
traditional patterns continue to dominate (19?0:$8). 
Male superiority is still the dominant aspect ot family 
relations. 

ln brief; the general type of family structure 
in India is the joint family. There exists hierarchy 
or authority patterns 1n family roles among the members 
ot the joint family as its feature. Under the authori.,.. 
tarian milieu of traditional India family .t unquestionable 
obedience and_responsibility are treated as most 
significant values. 

In recent ttmes more and more nuclearization 
ot joint family is takirg place due to urbanization, 
industrialization and modernization.., The authority system 
in nuclear families is rather more e8lll1tarian in contrast 
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to the one in joint r~ system.· Reorientation. 
of intera-familial relationships is demanded to provide 

·ample scope for the development of self ... reliance, achieve
ment and 1nd1 viduali ty as the women are also coming out 
of homes for new types of emplo,ment. This brings new 
kind of social change, which disputes the continuity 
between generations, and due to it there exist diverse 
value systems • 

As regards the v~e systems of different castes; 
1 t may be pointed out that Indian sociology t in fact, 1s 
the sociology of upper caste groups. Very few sociologists 
have focussed their attention on the study of 1ow caste 
groups• Regional variations of the castes are inevitable 
due to specific hierarchical organisation. Also, the 
caste d.1stinct1o:r:s under the impact of education, urbaniza• 
tion., and industrialization are no more rigid as is seen 
in the metropolies. The upper caste groups have certain 
identical values • The lower caste groups who are rich 
are sanskritizing their values 1n the direction of twice 
born castes depending on their reference.model. On the 
other hand, westernization as a way of life among upper 

caste groups may also cause cbanges in their value system, 
yet structure and values ot joint family and caste 
stereotypes still persist even in cities and educated 
members• 

It is clear from the discussion that the values 
ot rural and urban families continue to be traditional and 

whatever changes that have taken place have not been 
significant·. Only among ·some families in upper income 
groups who have been influenced by urbanism, are the values 
non··trdditional 1n character. 
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So far we have discussed the Indian familY system 
and its value profile. Now _we turn our attention to the 
Indian schoo1 system and its value profile in the next 
Chapter. 



lNDIAN SCHOOL §YSTEM AND lTS VALUE P~OFI~ 

In the present chapter we shall delineate the 
Indian school system 1n order to understand 1 ts value 
profiles as part of our study • School is one o£ the 
major institutions ot socialization process after familY• 
This institution is mainly concerned with formalized 
education. The chief a1m of formal education is to 
prepare the child for the transition trom the confined 
but d1ttuse relationships of thet:maily to the more 
impersonal and diversified relationships of the larger 
society • School is an important f~ctor which affects 
the cognitive elemen.ts in an indiVidual's persona21ty• 
The process ot school learning helps in the inculcation 
of some n~ value-orientations and also the reshaping 
or t~~ old ones• For the theoretical understanding we 
Will take ·up Talcott Parsons analysis of the school 
system as our. frame or reference. 
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Talcott Parsons has attempted an analysis o£ the 
school system as a social system; and the relation or its 
structure to its primary functions in the society as an 
agency ot socialization and allocation or selection for 
role recruitment (Parsons:1961:434-45'5). Parsons treats 
the school class as a specialized agency of socialization. 
He remarks that n1 t is an agency through which individual 
personalities tm are trained to be motivationally and 
technically adequate to the performance ot adult roles" 
(1961:434)• School through its process of _socialization 
internalizes 1n its pupils both the 'commitment' and 
•capacities• for successful role perfonnanee .ir. such a way 
that they may be competent to take up n role-responsibilities 
in the changing structure· Qf society. Parsons defines 
•commitment' 1n terms of the implementation or incUlcation 
ot the broad values cherished by the society and the 
performance of a specific type or role within the structure 
of society. He defines 'capaci t.1.es' 1n terms of c.ompetence 
or the skill to perform the task involved 1n the i.nd1 vidual'' s 
riles and the "role-responsibil~.tytt or 'the capacity to live 
up to other pe~le 1 s expectations ot the interpersonal 
behaviour appropriate to these roles" (1961 :435) .• 

Bxtend1ng the Parsonian theme, Y .B-.Damle attempts 
a detailed analysis or the structural andtunctional aspects 
of.the school and college to clarify the position of these 
two as sub-systems within the total social system 1n India 
(Damle:196?:250-280)·. He treats the school as a formal 
system or socialization, training and instruction (196?:256). 
He remarks that "inevitably, there is a measure of 
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·institutionalization whereby the requisite values and 
norms are both transmitted and internalized by the new 
generati(iJfl.,.(1967:250). In -4Jhis view «every social system 
tries to transmit the current skills and knowledge to the 

I . 

younger g~neration so that they can become effective .and 

competent members of the adult society" (1967:251). 
According to Damle the school situation helps younger 
generation in the process of ''identity i'ormatio~" and 
"individuation". 

Both Parson~ and Damle emphasise the value ot 
achievement as the predominant value of the school system. 
In the words of Damle:nThe School has its own system of 
hierarchy which :l.s largely based on achievement and 
performance 1 rather than on ascription and quality. Thus, 
the school tends to emphasise universalism as against 
particularism (1967:255}. School also proVides a situation, 
in the opinion o£ Damle, for egali»ar:tan values by 
facilitating the miXing and growing up with those of a 
similar age group (196?:255} • 

. mes o£ §gbool. §ystem: 

Max Weber (194$:426) has classified educational 
system into three m~or ty-pes as followu; 

1. The attempt to call forth and to test allegedly 
inherent traits of the indiVidual, to allow .them to be 
unfold, to be realized. !his generally charismatically 
sanctioned institutions and status groups. 

2. By rote learning and moral exhortation by drill 
and imposed habituation, the attempt to stereotype the 
individual into line with traditionaJ. routines which is 
genera11y characteristic· of traditional societies. 
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3~ The attempt rationally to tnmsmit to the individual 
certain traits, to train him for specific skills by challeng• 
ing him to think and act independently -- which is generally 
characteristic or educational spheres of rational bureaucratic 
organizations • 

The ancient system of education can be placed in 
the first category of Weber's classification. The latter 
period of education can be easily grouped with the second 
category or the cla.ssification. In the contemporary period 
the third category of Weber's classification is the prevalent 
type of education system. In modern school system the 
principal aim is to develop rational faculties of human beings 
so that they can have independent ttJUrrking and there actions 

"are not governed by any stereotype values or norms • 

Damle also has classified the contemporary school 
systems in India according to the agencies which manage them 
(1967s258). They are: 

1• Schools run by the state department of education• 

2• Schools run by the Municipal Corporation, 

3• Schools run by a non•religious private agency; 

~. Schools run by a religious agency• 

5• Schools which are part of a public school. 

Further the classification can be made on the basis 
of the grant o~id given by the state go~ernments. They can 
be: 

1 • State schools which fully are financed and managed 
by the government education department; 
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2. Unaided schools which do not take any grant 
of aid and are free from ~he state interference. 
The public schools, generally come under this 
category; 

3· Aided schools which receive grants of aid from 
the government and/or subject to sc:rut1ny by the 
education department. 

In the light of this theoretical framework 
we will exallline Indian schoof system both. in 1 ts trad1 tionaJ 
perspective and the present day system and offer a possible 
value profile. We will first delineate the main features 
of traditional school system in India. 

l_racU tiona1 Sc}looJ: Sy;stem .in XPMaJ 

Traditional India did not have a consistent 
educational »attern. Primary education was 1n the hands 
ot tutors, particularly Brahmins, ,employed by the 
affluent to teach their sons the alphabets, reading and 
elementary arithmetic. Institutional education began for 
the first time in the Pauranic period. (Majumdar et.al.: 

1963 :198). 

ln the Hindu home, every male child bel.Qnging 
to the Brahmin, Kshyatriya and Vai.shya verna started 
his schooling with the observatione of certain rites and 
rituals grouped under the name of yPanayan.i ceremoney, 
or sacred-thread ceremoney (P .. H.~rabhu;19?1:108). Tee 
Brahmacharya Ashrama or studentship then began. The 
completion or the period of study, commencing after 
UpSJJl§:j[,apa and ending With lu.stration (snan) is required 
before youth can bl return home (samvartana) and become 
eligible for the second Ashrama i.e. Grahastha (house
holder). 
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The Gurukula system which necessitated the stay 
of student away from his home at the .house or the teacher 
or in a boarding•house or established reputation.. Life 
in the Gurukula was simple and strietly disci~ined. The. 
teacher maintained high moral character. · Regarding tbe.i "~ 
character, Hiuen Tsang observes that .t:aJ they were ot 
pure moral principles. They would not take anything 
wrongfully and they yielded more than fairness required. 
They did not practise deceit, and they kept their own 
obligations (Majumdar et.al.:1963:198-99). students 
absolute mentor and guide was the Guru alone. It would 
avoid any occasion ot conflict between the teacher and 
family such as, f'or instance, met w1 th :tn the modern 
school., ln the modern schools Jia child finds itself 
diVided between family values and school val.ues. In 
Gurukula, students showed the highest kind or reverence 
and obedienee to the techers. The relationship 
between the teacher and the ppp11 was regarded as 
tilial. in character. The teacher t s duty towards h1s 
pupil was to impart to him •truth exactly as he knew 
itJ(Prabhu:19?1:121). The moral influence of the 
teacher Upon bfts pupil must have acquired an added 
weight due to the· tact that he did not charge any fee 
(Prabhus1972:123). 

feaching system embodied the method of oral 
teaching and committing text by heart and knowledge was 
transmitted from generation to generation bef'ore it was 
stored in the fonm of manuscripts. Besides the three Rs 
other subjects learntwere pronunciation and phonetics; 
meter, and prosocJ.r; etymology and interpreting the obseure 
words in vedic texts; grammar, astronomy and the sciences 
of calander; .~themat1cs and literature were also studied. 



The ultimate aim or education was the emancipation 
of soul~ Education was influenced by the general. values of 

' 
life~ Every individual was to serve the community irrespective 
of the ca.ste or creed. At convocations, the teacher prayed 
tor the gl.ory of students so that they might earn frune tor 
themselves as well as for their teacher (Ved M1tra:1964:24)• 
fhe ldam ~.~ e knowledge was considered as the third eye of 
man, which gives b1m insight into all affairs and teaches 
him how to act (Prabbu:19?1 :12lt). The student was being 
trained 1n the habit of simple ~life, no matter ~o what 
family he belonged. the striking feature or the traditional 
system of education was that the training in character 
building proceeded side by side with the development of the 
intellect of the student (Prabhu:1971 :126)• Xn fact, this 
system had value both in so far as it developed the students 
personality as well as it socialized him to keep the harmony 
with the material and moral framework of the group to which 
he belonged. It is evident from the1!2ues of traditional 
aystem of eduction, that it aimed to direct the· capacities and 
p·oYTers of the students towards the proper functioning and 
stability or the social group to which he belongedt The world 
outlook inculcated by this edu~on was fanddmentally religious• 
!he history of tte past Indian society taught to the young 
generation was largely mythology• 

A.R.Desai sums up this traditional system of 
education ••as a part of the entire culture of Hindu society t 
controlled and administered by the Brellmins; was a means of 
training the ~ in accepting the existing caste structure 
of the Hindu society, in believing in the 1nfa.ll1b1lity or 
the vedas • It also taught the pupil the virtue of uncondi• 
tional allegiance to elders, to parents, to teachers; to 
the kind. In fact, education was a means tor the individual 
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to accept :.t and conform to the hierarchic structure 
ot society and completely subordinate his indiViduality 
to it (1966:138) • 

Robert Redfield suggested that a great tradition 
is cultivated and transmitted by a class or le~med 
specialists, the literate, who have a definite social 
structure and organisations. !rhis idea is very apt for 
(traditional) India, where tor thousands of years a 
special learned and priestly class, the Brahmins, have · 
had almost a monopoly as officiants, teachers, -and 

·scholars of Hinduism (Milton Singer:19?2:63). :·- · · ". _, 
K~owledge, in-the great traditions of v~da§ and 
JJMn;i §hads; the .P,.ha.rnm.sha,stra 1, tne Maha,bba.rgtg. and the 

Jll@SW'p,na epics, the BPa:gyat,PyranB and a good many others 
has been transmitted through family 1nher1 tance, tbe 
teaching or renowned specialists and schools orga11ized 
for the purpose. 

The invasion by Islam. introduced a new 
monothestic religion in conflict with the polytheism 
of the Hindus and which damaged the monopoly of 
Brahmi.nical. tradition. There emerged !·faktabp attached. 
to the mosques where Muslim boys and girls received 
education. Hindu sanskritic and vernacular schools 
also continued to function for the benefit of students 
1n the urban as well as rural India.. The religious 
character of the education continued (Majumdar et aJ. 
1963:5?9). Now the education was not tha monopoly 
of Brahmins. This was due to the democratic character . ~ 

ot !shttl Islam. Any Muslim could study inLMadarsa. 
0 'l.falley describes -the Hindu ~"ld Muslim school '$Ys-temA 
in the following words: "The systems had much 1n common. 



They taught in a language or languages foreign to the people 
at large; they drew their strength from their association 
With religion, and; being ba,sed on unchanging authority, 
they discouraged the s~it of free inqUiry and r~stricted 
change. But there was E"espect in which they differed . 
profoundly. While the Hindu schools were designed for one 
favoured class of the community • Muslim schools were open 
to all who confessed~ that there was but one God,and 
Muhammad was his prophetff (1941 :139). ,In f'act, we may say 
that there were disintegrating forces operating in the value 
systems of the medieval schools in India. This was a 
general s1t~ation 1n the society during this period as many 
historians, ~ave emphasized • 'l'his decline or the value 
system has been appropriately summed up,in the words of 
A.R.Desai: 11Neither individuality nor a rationalist 
outlook could developaaong the pupils in these schools 1n 
pre-British India. The education imparted was to make the 
pupil staunch Hindus or Muslims t uncritical subscribers 
to their respective religions and social structures 
sanctioned by those religions" (1971&138). 

Three main agencies were responsible for the 
spread of modern school system in India. They were the 
foreign Christian missionaries, the British Government and 
the progressive Indians. The new education was essentially 
secuJ.ar and:, on the whole, liberal in spirit and content. 
This signified a sl.Utt from the religious and authoritarian 
tp secular and liberal character of education.. The spread 
of modern education was, however, extremely slow and'ma1nly 
restricted to middle and upper strata ot urban society (Desai 
1969 :68-69 ). 
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During the formative period of the British system 
or schools, there were twqmajor differences of opinion 
regarding the aims of education in India. To begin with, 
there was dlsagreement between the evangelicals and 
miss1onaries.on the one side and secular reformers on the 
other. These two groups could agree on certain issues, 
they were divided on the matters of ultimate aims. At the 
same time, there was controversy between those who favoured 
an oriental education and those who demanded creation of an 
English education, English curriculum, and the use ot 
Engllsh as the medium or instruction. Subordinate to the 
conflict between orientalist.s and anglicists was the interest 
ot the government in English education which would produce 
trained personnel for government service (Arthur t-(a.yhew: 

1926:18). The point which must be emphas1zed is that from 
about 1830 onwards English officials were imbued with 
the 'white man's bUrden' , the idea that they were in 
Macaulay's phrase, undertaking the stupendous process 
or reconstructing a •decomposed society' (Thompson and 
Garratte:1934:330 & 319; -O'Malley (ed) :1941 :65'8, R.C. 
MajumdarL=960 :23-27)~~ 

Macaulay favoured the Anglieists andhis famous 
Minute of February 2, 1835 ,. stuck the dec~·sive blow on the 
txaditional education system. The Indians such as Raja 
Ram Mohan Ro7, desired En~llsh education because they were 
.conVinced that 1 t alone could provide the basis for an 
enlightened reformation of their society (Majumdar:23-46). 
An early effect of this education was the creation of a 
group of Indians who, imbued with a new, E'uropean set of 
values, entered actively into the spread of new ideas and 
ot a Western curriculum 1n India. 
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The use of English as a means of instruction 
and the 1nab111ty of government to develop the vernaculars 
have widened the gulf that separates the intelligentsia 
of India from the masses (Arthur Mayhew:1926:91•92). Those 

higher·Hindu castes which had an ancient tradition or 
clerical and bureaucratic employment -- especially Brahmins "" 
and Kayasths -- nocked into the new schooms (B..I.Crai~e: 

1964:11,). 

During the period prior to the Indian Mutiny 
there were established only a relatively few government 
schools. These foLlowed Bentick•s aim of preparing Indians 
tor administrative posts. Indians who sought the .new 
knowledge, however, created a demand for sChooling which 
government school could not fill. As a result, '*many 
Englisn•·teaching mushroom schools sprung up • ••• Even in those 
days, the know.ledge of English was prized. The desire 
for making a better liVing was·present. These motives 
gave good oppotrtuni ty for adventurous :Eurasians to 
establ.ish their own schools {s.JJ.Mukherji :1961t26) • While 

we have little information on these schools, it seems 
that many:- of them barely deserved the title. Nonetheless, 
their creation indicates the popularity of the new learning, 
and suggests that \1hat passed as Western training may have 
often been grossly inadequate. 

Sir Charles Wood's dispatch of 1$$4 pointed to 
the fact that the education of the public had bee.n virtually 
ignored and stipulated that greater efforts should.be 
placed on tb~ development of lower schools (Nurullah and 
Naik:1951:164·216). Because this kind of expansion would 
exhaust public funds, it was urged that a system of grants• 
in•a1d be utilized to those schools which would •• (i)satisfy 
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government about the stability ot their1managementt 
(ii) impart good secular education, (iii) be open to 
state inspection, and (iv) agree to any condition which 
might be laid down for the 1•egulation of such grants 
(s.N.Mukerj1:1961t130). 

The result ot seculariza.tion were unintentjbnal. 
India t s Muslims had remained aloof from the new education 
prior to 18$41 partly because Persian their classical 
language, had been replaced by lihglish (J .R. Cunningham 
in O•Malley(Ed.):1941:1;'8).. The system consolidated by 

the educat1ona despatch further inhibited their willingness 
to enrol, for a secular education was alien to the spirit 
and practice of !slam. As e. Jlesult, the Muslim community 
tell decidedly behind the Hindus·in the acquisition of 
Western knowledge. 

ln 1881 there were 3,916 secondary schools With 

a combined enrollment of 214,077 students (Report of the 
Indian Education Commissiont1883t193). Th.e vast m_~jority 
of these schools were designed to prepare their graduates 
tor enrollments in Western•style colleges. fs a. result 
the core of education in most high schools was instruction 
in English 1n college-entrance subjects. These were 
pril::larily literary in character. Very close to one.tenth 
of one per cent of the population was enrolled 1n the 
secondary schools. 

1 
Primacy education.;. mostly in the vernacular . . 

languages• was largely education in \>That we know as the 
'three Rs'. In 18.81 there were apparently 2,061 t$41 
}6up1ls in primary schools. This was less than one per 
cent of the total. population. Available evidence 



suggests that approximately ten per cent or the students 
enfK)ll.ed in primary schools continued as students 1n the 
secondary schools where We.stern•style education was 
emphasized• The drof>•out lE rate, that is to say, vas 
quite high and the bulk or the drop outs came prior to 
contact with a distinctively Western education (Kingsley 
Davis:195'1 :160)• Cunningham say~& ttThe waste 1n the 
vmage schoo~s was appalling; time, energy, and money 
being spent on the schooling of children the majority 
of whom did not stay long enough at school to remain 
literate' (O'Malley (ed.) 1941s1?5). 

It should be noted that English education was 
not distributed in a unifo~ fashion among the various 
segments of the Indian population. There was a wide 
disparity between the proportion of males and of females 
l!ho received schooling. Similarly, there is considerable 
eVidence that a vast majority of the enrolees were Hindus 
and that, among the Hindus, the Brahmans hald a clearly 
disproportionate majority. While ~ess than 10 per cent 
of all enrolees in schools were Muslims; the Brahmaas ~
though a small minority 1n the population •• numbered 
a.J>proximately 35 per cent of, the enrolled, wlhtle non• 
BrahmaneHindus accounted for some 45 per cent or the 
total enrolment (Nurullah and Na.1kt195'1t28?). 

These schools were almost invaribly situated 
in the larger towns and cities• British system of schools 
vas basically an urban phenomenon and access to these 
schoB\ls was greater for the urban than for the rural sector 
of population (KingSley Davis:1951 :153•1!14;15'9)., 



There were 71530 recognized secondary schools 
in British India in 1921, with a total of 11100,000 
students. This can be compared with the figure or 3,461 

. secondary i.schools in India in 1882. The number of schools 
had more than doubled in the intervening years,as had 

I ' 

the numbe·r of enrolments. As before, the bulk of these 
f i 

students ,were in courses preparatory to college entranee. 
fl· 

An attemyt had been made to introduce a non-11 terary 
curriculfum in a number of high schools, but it was 

I 

reportedly a failure. It is said that the students 
preferred to enroll in the literary course, and it is 
said that the Matriculation ~am1nation continued to 
favour such a course (Cunninghum in 0 'Malley(ed.,) :1941: 
164 ... 1.65). 

1rhe same picture emerges for primary schools. 
By 1921 there were 155,01? recognized primary schools, 
as compared·to 70,386 in 1881, and the 1921 enrolments 
s~ood at 6,109,752. Thus approxi5ately 2 per cent of 
the population was in primary education. Interestint;ly, 
the drop-out rate is reported to have declined. In 1881 

.some 10 per cent of school children went into high school, 
in 1921 at least 15 per cent continued in the secondary 
level. Nevertheless, it is clear that mass education was 
still a remote prospect for India. By 1921 only s.a 
per cent of the population over the age of 10 were 
reported as literate (Kingsley Davist195'1:151). 

Two interesting trends in education in India 
can be noticed by 1921. The ·first of these v.ras the 
accel~ration of Muslim enrolment. Shortly after the 
turn of the century and increasingly after the first 
World War, the Muslim community began to make valiant 
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efforts to repair their backward educational situation. 
or all the religious groups in the subcontinent, the 
Muslim community began to make valiant efforts to get 
into the field of acquiring knowledge. They had the 
highest rate of growth in literacy between 1891 and 1931 
(Kingsley Davis:19J1:155•156). Conn1nghum comments: 
"The pressure (on sohool facilities) was intensified 
{after 18?1) by the competition of the Muslim community, 
who were growing increasingly 'alive to their own interests 
and pushing rapidly to the front (0 1Malley(ed): 1941 :169). 
To a smaller degree, the Hindu lower castes began to 
emulate the Muslims in the demand for literacy and 
education (Ibid:169y 182). The second new trend was in 
the rapid growth of business and commercial courses and 
schools. 

The Simon Commission appointed the Indian 
' . 

Auxiliary Committee on Education under Sir Philip Hartog. 
Its Report, presented in 1929, made some major critici.sms 
of the existing educational situation, and proposed 
certain remedies~ The major criticism confirmed the 
tear tha~ quantity had been pushed at the expense of 
quality. The Commission insisted upon a policy of 
consolidation by which poor schools vould be shut down 
and resources used to strengthen the better schools. 
It was also pointed out that primar.y education had been 
largely overlooked and badly needed strenghhening. The 
Committee expressed deep concern over the serious 
wastage due to early drop-outs in the ~ower grades as 
well as over the widespread practice of holding pupils 
so long 1n~ a lower grade as to cause stagnation and 
loss of interest. The Committee deplored the fact that 
the greut majority of children who went to secondary 
school prepared for CQ~ege entrance. 
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High school enrolments grew more rapidly during 
1930's. In interpreting this fact it should be kept in 
mind that the primary role of the high school was to . 
prepare students for. college admission. This fact would 
seem to reflect two basic circumstances, both of which 
are relevant for understanding the impact of school 
education in India. In the first place tiny enrolment 
increases in middle schools reflects the inutility of 
literate studies for the numerous lower classes;; Lower 
class parents were apparently not prepared to leave their 
children in school beyond the primary grades. By contrast 
the literate upper castes pushed their children through 
middle s.chool into high school. The substantial drop ... out 
rate was characteristic of Indian schools {R.I.Crane:1964: 
130·131). An interesting development during 193?·38 was 
the report that the primary and secondary curriculum in 
the various provinces was, to a greater car lesser extent, 
being modified by including basic manual and vocational 
training in fields such as woodworking, spinning, horti
culture • weaving, and paper making. 

It is obvious that British system of schools 
directly influenced only a small m1nor1 ty of Indians. 
That is to say, the basis was laid for the emergence of 
new kind or elite, w1 th new kind of values, new skills 
and hew aspirations. As a result of new skills and 
values, the educated elite were marked off from traditional 
society and from the rest of the population. Considerable 
evidence puints to the conclusion that British system 
tended to alienate many of its devotees from the social 
order in which ~ .. they had been born (see Cunningham: 185, 
0 •Malley:66, Ma.rh~w:207, Cbirol:2lt·1). It should not, 
however,:be assumed thet all or even most.of those who 
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secured British education were thereby alienated from 
traditional ways. Among the educated there were those 
who became staunch supporters of traditional values and 
ardent chauvinists (R.I .Crane in B. Sakai (ed) :1961 :1-14). 

The English educated elite was significant 
because its inte~alized values were, in certain respects, 
different from and hostile to, indigenous values and 
patterns of behaviour. Without trying to recapitulate 
the differences between traditional Indian values and 
those of modern :Europe, one or two examples may be cited. 

Traditional society of India has long placed 
major emphasis on ascriptive criteria for status, rather 
than on achievement criteria. Western educatio.n reversed 
the emphasis, and stressed criteria of achievement. This 
was doubly the case in that the no~~ inculcated by 
British system postulated achievement and established a 
vivid series of •objectives' tests of achievement, and 
in the sense that access to the new system of education 
and therefore to the new career opportunities was not based 
upon the traditional system of ascriptionv Early in the 
game the Brahmans :realized that Brahmanhood, as such, was 
no longer a guarantee either for admission to college, 
or gr~.duation, therefrom (Chiro1:22, 0 1Malley:76?, 
Cunn1ngham:181 .. 182). Moreover, this education emphasized 
universalistic values which were significantly different 
from the particularistic values of traditional society in 
India (Crane;1964:135). 

Central to traditional Hindu values has been 
the emphasis upon the subordinate of the individual to 
the primary grouping_s into which he is born. There was, 
in the traditional society, little scope for the expression 
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of individualism. The new education, by contrast, placed 
considerable e~hasis upon individual decision-making 

' and upon free4om of choice. Perhaps more important, the 
new education provided viable alternatives and new 
opportun1 ties tor the individual, thus placing before him 

norms which justified individualism and opportunities 
which helped to make the exercise of the new individuality . 
possible. 

Traditional society placed high value upon the 
received learning of the past, .a tradition cherished by 

the orthodox and by the priest-class. Western knowledge 
attacked the basis or many of the traditional systems ot 
belief and substituted for them a rational, critical, and 
secular attitude towards learning. The fact that this 
education had high market value and opened the way of new 
careers made it attractive. The fact that it was the 
learning of the ruling power gave it prestige and authority, 
despite a residual ambivalence. This ambivalence 
reflected seveual factors. To begin with, Western 
education promised more opportunity than foreign rule made 
practical. At the same time, foreign domination threatened 
the self-respect of the upper-class Indian. 

Thompson and Garratt have pointed out that 
"the growing national desire for self respect drove the 
educated classes to find some explanation for such 
incapacity (to commanQtheir own national destiny). This 
led ultimately to the worship of the past, a back to the 
vedas movement, and the complaint, new grown tiresome 
from constant repetition, that the nation had been 
•emasculated' during the British occupation"{1934:463). 
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Nonetheless, there is considerable eVidence that 
the western educated tended to lose respect for the 
fundamental assumptions of the old order. It was, for 
instance, from among the graduates of Western education 
that a vocal and insistent demand was raised for basic 
reforms of traditional society. This has been true from 
the days of Raja Bam Mohan Roy and the Brahmo Samaj down 
to Jawaharlal Nehru's socialist, secular ideal (0'1-!alley: 
667). Beyond this; English education provided the nev 
elite with the necessary ideology for nationalism and 
for national unification. 

±be Post•;Indepepg~nse ,SchooJ. System tn lng;ta.: 

Prior to Independence, education was for the 
privileged few; but with the emergence of a free and 
democratic India, the desire and demand for school educa• 
tion grew rapidly. At lest in urban centres more schools 
were sought and phenomenal expansion of new schools sprang 
up aJ.1 over the country, s.tarting in tents, hutments, 
and residential premises. 

In the post-Independence period 1 a major concern 
of the government or India and of the state-govemnments 
has been to give increasing attention to education as a 
~actor vital to nationil progress and development. Under 
the leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru, the development of 
science, and technology and scientific research rec~ived 
special kmmHi~aga emphasis. Towards this end of Third 
Five Year Plan, the Education Commission (1964-66) was 
appointed to adVise the Government on "the national pattern 
of education and on the general princ:Dlles and policies 
for the development or education at all stages and in all 



aspects (NCERT:1970:XV). The Report is a very valuable 
document in the field of Indian education because it 
has tried to cover almost every aspect of Indian education. 
It remarks that "destiny of India is now being shaped in 
her class-rooms. This, we believe, is no more rhetoric. 
In a world based on science and technology,. it .is educa• 
tion that determines the level of prosperity, welfare and 
security of the people. On the quality and number or 
persons coming out of schools and colleges will depend 
our success 1n the great adventure of national 
reconstruction whose ob~ctives are to raise substantially 
the standard of living of our people and to· create a 
new social order based on the human values of the dignity 
or the individual, freedom, equality and justice11 

( 1966 : 1 • 01 ) • 

The Report presents valuabletiata on Indian 
school system besides other levels of education. We 
gather from the Report that the Indian school ~stem is 
the mainstream of value inculcation after B.unily and 

-'integrates the child's value orientation. Thus family 
and school mutually influence one another t in an on 
going interchange of services, ideas , values through 
child. Families bring to the school the values they have 
fostered in the child ~- the nature or service, or 
co-operation, of faith, ot responsibility and of loyality. 

There are two broad approaches to education 
prevalent 1n the world today. The first emphasizes the 
worthwhileness of the individual -· it holds that every 
individual is unique and he must be permitted and 
assisted to develop to the best that is possible for him. 
In the second-approach, a greater emphasis is laid on 
society into which the individual ,will have to live and· 
work, and it 1s claimed that, if educatiorr:helps to create a 

.. 
/ 



new social order, the good of each individual member 
will be automatically looked after. India has chosen 
a path which lie.s between these two extremes 
approaches to education (M.C.Chaglas1966:6)~ 

While inaugurating the Education Commission 
in 1964-t the then Education Minister M.C.Chagla pointed. 
out the following values of national system of education: 

(1) Democ}'aCJ! : Every child must be made responsible 

citizen of our democracy. What democracy says 
is that you must give equal opportumity. 

(11) SecuJ.s:n1sm: Our education should advance the 
cause of secularism. India is a country of 
many cultures, ,many la.nguges; many religious 
and education should progide synthesis between 
them and a sense or regard for all or them. 

(iii) National ~ntegration: Education should bring 
about national integnitton. Integration 
between regions, languages, castes, and 
religions. 

(1tr) .socia.J.1sm: w.r1 ... - · 

social justice. 

{v) Capable of meeting the challenges of mod.ern 
A&@: Schools must lay more and more emphasis 
on the fact that boys and girls must learn to 
use their hands and must learn to produ~e 
things which Will be useful to the c.ountry. 

(Vi) Our education must also produce J.eal.iersh1J2 
for the future (Chagla;1966:6·13) •. 

I 
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Indian school system is given more diversified 
and preponderantly secular responsibility becunse it 
is one ot the accepted values of the Indian constitution. 

. . 
Schools are expected to create consensus among the 
numerous citizenry around certain unifying themes of 
democracy, secularism and socialism. 

The Education Commission (196~•66) made a very 
exhaustive study of educational systemm in India and 
suggested a. complete transformation of the system to 
relate it more closely to the life of the· pepple; a. 
continuous effort to expan educational opportunity, a 
sustained and intensive effort to raise the quality or 
education at all stages; an emphasis on the development 
of science and technology; and the cultivation of moral and 
social values. In view of the commission the educational 
system must produce young men and women of character 
and ability committed to national service and development 
(1970:JCfli). The Commission emphasises the values of · 

nationll. progress, common citizenship and national. 
integration. Here the entire pre•uniVeJl'si ty period ot 
education has been treated as school education. 

ln the opinion of the Commission schoo.ls are to 
compensate for unsatisfactory horne environment of children 
from slum areas or poor families. In its view good 
health habits, desirable social attitudes and manners, 
aesthetic appreciation, intellectual ouriosity, 
independence and creativity, ability to express tho~ghts 
and .feelings, and a good phys.ique should be the objective 
of pre-primary education (262-263). Pre .. primary schools· 
are mainly urban institutions. In rural areas excellent 
pioneering work has been done by the central social 
welfare Board and the Community Development administration 
which makes a tremendous advance over earlier achievements. 



The Directive Principles contained in Article 45 
of the Constitution emphasises that the State should 
strive to provide free and compulsory education for all 
children up to age of 14 years though it still remains 
unfulfilled in view of the immense difficulties involved, 
such as lack of adequate resources, tremendous increase 
in population, :resistance to the education of girls, large 
numbers of children of the backward classes, general 
poverty of the people and the illiteracy and apathy of 
parents. Therefore, it was not possible to make adequate 
progress in primary schools. The Education Commission has 
made a detailed study o£ stagnationa and wastage in primary 
schools and enumerated its economic and social causes. 
It remarks: 'The chief among these are the lack of proper 
articulation between education and life and the poor 
capacity of the, schools to attract and h4tld students. 
To these may be added the third ailment, poverty, which 
t'Alls outside the system'{Educat1on Commission:?82). 

In view of the Commission under these 
j • • 

circumstances the equalization of educational opportunities 
assumes great significance. When the family is responsible 
for the primary education of children, inequalities develop 
between children from th& rich and those from the poor 
families {1966:288). 

The Commission hplds that enrolment 1n secondary 
education should be broadly governed by the need for 
trained man~power. A large programme of scholarships 
should be developed to reduce the large imbalances now 
seen in the expansion of secondary education j.n different 
parts of the country, among girls, the scheduled castes 
and schefluled tribes (Education Comm1ssion:290) .• 



The Commission has also made t~e detailed 
study of school curriculum in India and found very 
narrowly conceived and largely out of date (Ibid:319). 
It conceives that education is a three-fold process 
of infesting knowledge• developing skills and 
inculcating proper interests, attitudes and values. 
Our schools are mostly concerned with the first part 
or the process -- the imparting or knowledge -- and 
carry out even this in an unsatisfactory way. 

Acc~ng to Commission the aim of teaching 
social. studies :ts to help the students to acquire a 
knowledge of their environment, an understanding of 
human relationships and certain attitudes and values 
which are vital tor intelligent participation in the 
affairs of the community, the state t the nation and 
the world. It should lay stress on the idea or 
national. unity and the unity of mankind, throughout 
the school course, with due regard, of course, to the 
pupil's age mid understanding (Ibid:349). 

The concept of work-experience is closely 
related to the pb11osophy underlytng basic education. 
Gandhiji formulated the scheme of basic education 
seeking to harmor4.ze intellectual and manual work. 
'lhis wasa great step forward in making education 
directly relevant to the life or the people. The 
programme of basic education did a involve work
experience for all children in the primary schools, 
though the acti,~ties proposed were concerned with L 

the indigenous ~ crafts and the village employment 
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. Patterns. It in practice basic education has become 
largely stuck up around gaE certain crafts, there is 
no denying the fact that it always stressed the vital 

principle of relating education to productivity. The 
Commission stresses that in work-experience "a 
continuous attempt can be made. to bring seience and . 
technology and to introduce the pupils a better way 
of performing these traditional tasks. It should be 
realized that the effective value of work-experience 
is largely proportional to the extent to which the 
spirit of modernization or a forward look to build 
into the programme or work (Education Commission:352). 

~M Se;:xiQea 

~e Commission recommended that some for,mof 
social and national service should be made an integral 
part of education. at all stages (Vol.I ,Chap •. I) which 
should be done by providing for student participation 
in programmes (1) of community living on th~ school 
campus; and (2) of community develppment and of national 
reconstruction to inculcate 1n the pupils a sense of 
dignity of manual labour, 

Ppysical., Ed.ucata,on a..nd :VsV:Ye§l 

There has been a tendency in recent government 
schemes of physical education ~to ignore its educational 
values~ ln view of the Commission it must be emphasized 
that .such education contributes not only physical fitness 
but also to physical efficiency, mental alertness and 
the development of certain values like preservance, 
team spir1 t, leadership, o·bedience to rules, moderation 
in victory and balance in defeat (Ib1d:356) • 
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The Education Commission reveals that a 
serious defect 1n the school curriculum is the absence 
of provision for education in socia.lm, moral· and spiritual 
values. It recommended therefore that conscious and 
organized a.ttempts be made for imparting education in 
social, moral and spiritual values with the help, 
wherever possible, ot the ethical teachings of great 
religi.ons. T'ne Commission emphasizes that the 
conscious11ess of values must permeate the whole curriculum 
and programme of aeti vi ties in the school. (E.C. ;358}. 
The Commission remarks: "The school assembly, the 
curricular and co-curricular activities, the celebration 
of religious· festivals of all religions, work .... experience, 
team games and sports, subject clubs, social service 
programmes ....... all these can help in inculcating the 

r 
,; 

;'/ 
'I 

values of co-operation and mutual. regard, honesty and / 
/ 

integ~ty, discipline and social responsibility. These , /· 
I 

values have a special significance in Indian society // 
today, when young men and women are passing through a/ 
crisis of character (lb1d:358 ... 359). / / 

l 

The Commission agrees with the recommendation 
of the Sri Prakasa Committee (1960) that one or two 
periods a week should be set aside in the school time
table for instruction in moral and.spiritual values. At 
the primary stage such instruction will generally be 
imparted through interesting stories, including stories 
down from the great 'religions of the world. At the 
secondary stage• there may be frequent discussion between 
the teacher and the pupils on the values so'Qght to be 
inculcated (Ibid:359). 
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We have already referred that Damle (1967) has 
made a systematic analysis of the school system in the 
Indian socia..\. context~ In ·,~his view "at the cultural level, 
the enormous importance given to educationt tor its own 
sake, irresi>ective of its utility• Character formation and 
and discipline have been the main aims of education" in 
India (Gore et al:196?t2?3}• He holds that the caste system 
has militated against the spread or education in many 
sections and 1ayers of the population, in spite of the . 
positive help offered to members to respective ca.stes, 
by caste organizations (Ibid:247). Different types of 
educational institutions reflect the system of stratifica• 
tion. In the nursery a great deal or emphasis is placed 
on enabling children to develop social. skills and ability 
to mix With others, Damle observes that children are also 
helped to be on their own in various small ways. T.his 
encourages tl'_l.e process of autonomy i'orm~tion (lbid;2?5). 
He observes that at the primary school level, emphasis 

is placed on imparting education at a very elementary 
level, socialization and formal education are stressed. 
In the middle school too the emphasis is placed on 

socialization, inculce.tion or disc1plirte 1 and imparting 
of education (Ibid:2?6) • The J:lj.gh school (or Higher 
Secondary school) may be run by the Department of Education 
or a state, by a private educationaJ. society or by a 
religious denominational one. There is an increasing 
emphasis on imparting education Whieh becomes more and 
more complex. There is also a slant on the preparation 
.of adolescents to become more and more responsible agents. 
In the high school the grde~t premium is put on achieve• 
ment, both schol.st1c anqextra-curricular. The ascriptive 
basis of society is underscored (Ibi4:2??). Imparting of 
education and development or adaptive skills is emphasized 
which leads to the process of individuation {Ibid:278). 



R,P.Singh (1972) makes a perceptive study of 
public .schools 1n India which cater only to upper classes, 
and parpetua.te class values by creating a sense of status 
and prestige because they are English medium expensive 

.schools. The number of the public schools is almost 
microscopic in :telat:i.on to the total number of. schools .in 
India. They are located in big clties. In these schools, 
a great deal of emphasis is laid on the dev·elopment ~f all 
round pessonali ty. Singh analyses the :role of public 
schools against the historical. backgi~ound. These schools. 
have a very high prestige., partly because of their standards 
and traditions, but mainly because the children of the most 
powerfl,ll groups in society attend them. These schools 
create an important problem in social integt•a.tipn by 

segre6ating the richer classes from the rest of the community • 
• 

As a partial step to mitigate this evil, the government· or 
lndia has started a programme of scholarships under which 
gifted students are selected under a national competi ti_on 
and sent to these schools. The number of these students 
is too small to produce any noticeable impact. 

Singh points out that in publict1schools discipline 
is rigid and he contrasts it with the go•as•you.please 
method found in so many of the general colleges and .schools. 

At another place he remarks:- 11 The authoritarian, old family• 
like structure, some kind of throwback to the Victorian era 
is the hallmark of public school administration (Singh~1972: 
81 ). 

He cites the aims cf the Sain1k Schools ~ "The 
over-all aLm ot our education in these Sainik Schools is to 
bu1ld character and team spirit, to develop a patrio.tic 
outlook, to kindle the spirit of dedication (Ibid;99)•. 
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The primary object of Indian public schools. 
is to prepare boys of ability for positions of leader• 
ship and responsibility in all walk of Indian life 
(Singh:19?2:114), Singh holds the view that the 
success attributed to public schools is largely unreal. 
The net-work one 's parents spread in the course or 
acquiring their soci~l sta'tus plays· a much more important 
role im·•the success or their ward 1 s career than actual 
performance at an examination (Ibid:2). Ted Tapper also 
suggests that most of' the children's values will remain 
similar to those of their parents and they may not 
incorporate many of essential school values (19?1;1lt2). 

ln Deoli toot G.Morris Charstairs notes that a 
public school.· has been in existence :t'or some fifteen 
years, where children are indirectly exposed to Western 
values, because both the princip!,.~ and the content of the 
teaching curriculum were inspired by the example of the 
British educational system, upon which the Indian schools 
were based. Even so, certain peculiarly Hindu modifica
tion entered the system. For~ example the children were 
taught to know the names, and to admire the example, 
not only of celebrated teachers of Hinudism, but also 
of the Buddha, of Muhormned and of Jesus Christ• It 
inculc~tes equal degree of tolerance (19?1 :14.8), 

.secJlla..z: Values: 

G.s~ Bhatnagar (19?2) makes a study ot the 
role of education in the process of social change in 
some of ru.ral communities and finds education as one 
of the important factors in this direction. In his 
study, Bhatnagar notes that school helps in the formula
tion of secular values. His finding shows tbat 
educated man is usually more rational, less prsjudice 
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and superstitious and stereotype. G.s. Bhatnagar's study 
shows that education is one of the most important variables 

1n bringing about changes in the peoples attitude regarding 
religion and finds. that they tend to have more secular 
values as compared within illiterate or low educated 
persons who attach a great importance to various rituals 
and ceremonies (19?2:46}t G.s. Bhatnagar•s findings confirm 
that schools lead children towards progressive VA\ue.s as 
compared to the families (Ibid:49-50). This view is also 
confirmed in Andre Beteille •s study t-rhere he remarks that 
JltwQt today the educational system is-far more open, both in 
principle and in practice. Many non•Br~~ans and ~en 
untouchables now attend the schools in villages and· tovms. 
Education not·only enables non-Brahmans and untouchables 
to compete on more equal terms with Br2llmans for whiie collar 
jobs, but also proVides them with more equal chances of 
political participation (1969:5),. 

~ 

PoJ,i t*cal Value,§ and Schools: ! . . .. 
El,'lsanul-H.aq (19?2) has made'an interes~irtg study 
~-......-- ------.... ..-'>' ··-

of political values incorporated in the text books 
prescribed for govennment schools in Union Territory of 
Delhi. On the basis of content analysis of school text
books; in the light of' Constitutional values of India, he 
has arrived at the conclusion that no deliberate and 
consistent effort has been made in incorporation or modern 
political values .into .the text books. There is <Uso 
class•wise and subject-wise inconsistency or discripency. 
No correlation has been maintained between the age and 
mental level of students and the nature of values internalized. 
Here assumption is that i~here is systematic incorporation 
of political values, there will be corresponding promotion 
of political consci.ou.sness among students (19?2:41-44). 
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'rhese studies are mostly isolated excursions 
rather than part of a comprehensive exploration of the 
value system of Indian schools. In fact no serious 
attempt has been made to examine sociologically the 
value system or Indian schools. 

From whatever literature we have reviewed, 
we can conclude that in India. the school system is 
increasingly emphasising rational, scientific, democracy, 
national-integration, and secular values •. However 
the stress on these values does not necessarily go 

' ' 
a~. some or the religiOUs and traditional values. 
As was pointed out earlier, the Education Commission also 
advocates exposure to values and ideals of different 
religions in the country, Further 1 the schools in 
India including public schools are increasingly emphasising 
on egalitarian values and opposing the hierarchical values 
of the caste system. 



.Q..HAPTER - IV 

FAMI~Y: AND SCHOOl! H: J:NTERACTj:ONS 

J?JkTifEEN T!m TWO. V AJ.U!3f ~ST}?MS lti !NDIA 

The Famj.ly and '.rhe SchooJ. .: 

As has already been mentioned in the earlier 
chapters the family and the school are two of the 
important institutions or socialization of a neophyte. 
But the.mode of socialization in the two institutions 
differs. As Yogendra Singh puts it : "The school in 

the process of learning of role is different from that 
in a. family. The learning of roles 1n the family takes 
place with effective orientation of the parents towards 
child• In the for.mal setting of the school in operation 
of the mechanism of socialization such as of reward and 
punishment, imitation and value acquisition etc. undergo 
changes. The structure of roles through which these 
mechanisms operate themselves are changed with 
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ambivalent sets of value orientation e.g. between effectivity 
and effective-neutrality, between specificity and diffuse
ness of role performance" (196?:55)• The family exercises a 

dominant influence on the child's attitudes and values to 
the educational system. According to Goode the family acts 
as a source of pressure on the pupil to ad#Ust to hard work 
and to school discipline (Goode,w.J.:1965':5). But it is not 
to be imagined that·the school is a passive receiver. In fact, 
th~chool system influences the values of the family and acts 
as a channel of mobility both upward and downward, to the family, 
Hence, it is essential to analyse the interaction between the 
school and the family value profiles. 

Parsons in his study of the school system points out 
that when values mf the family clash with those of the school 
system, it creates a cross-pressure on the pupil• He is of 
the view that this cross-pressured pupil who swell the ranks 
of drop-outs. Those cross-pressurised pupils who tend to be 
upwardly mobile and place empaasis on school success would 
have to •bUrn their bridges' of associations with their 
:families and status peers (Parsons:1961%4lt-7-448). 

From our analysis in the earlier chapters it becomes 
clear that the ~amily in India continues to stress traditional 
values generally. From this one can draw the conclusion that 
there Wall not much conflict between the family and the tradi
tional school system in India. However, we have noticed that 
with the arrival of British, the schools emphasised 
increasingly modern rational scientific and egalitar.ian. values. 
Therefore one can judge that the modern school system comes 
into conflict with the family at several points. Many of 
these areas of conflict are minor in character .or degree or 
difference, but some become so serious as t~reate major 
difficulties in either family•ehild or school-child relation
ship or both. 



The conflict areas that exist between the school 
and the family in India may cover the range of language, 
family life, political tradition, conception of universe, 
philosophy of man's role, social values and many otter 
behaviour norms. The school as a nonpartisan~~on-sectar1an 
culture-transmitting agency naturally runs counter to the 
ideological patterns of many families in India. some ot 
these conflicts are open and avowed but others arise by 
way of implication. 

• 
We would illustrates our point of view by taking 

the conflic·ti of religious versus secular education in India. 
British education in India '\'las frequently criticized for 
its secular character: "It is criticized as being a~~n to 
the Indian temperament which is essentially religious and as 
offending the cherished conviction that religious and moral 
instruction is a necessary part of education. To it are 
ascribed a decline of disappearance of respect of youth 
for age, denial of the natural authority of parents over 
their pupils, a Widespread disregard of religions and 
social sanctions, and a growth of moral laxity (O'Malley: 
1934:665). 

II 

In this section we will discuss in detail the 
types of interaction between the family and the school in 
India. 

From the discussion in the earlier chapters it 
is clear that the families in the upper castes in both 
rural and urban areas of India, while largely remaining 
~radi tional, have emph.asized the value of learning. We 
have also found ample proof that the modern school system 
in India empha~izes universalistic values. Hence, there 
is conflict in values between the two systems although 
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in the value placed on education there is conformity 
between the upper caste familie~d the schools. This 
type of conflict of values creates a dissonance in the 
pupil~ However, we find that family amongst the upper 
castes have been adaptive and have resolved the conruct 
in various ways. One method by wl't..ich such conflict is 
resolved is by way of compartmentalisation ot,the ritual 
religius sphere from the modern sphere (Singer:19?2;320) .• 
Some of the studies of socialization also reveal the 
adaptive processes used to overcome such con!lbt. It has 
been that very often the traditional families are 
conscious of their 'backwardness' and consciously attempt 
to socialise their children to be more 'sophisticated and 
liberal' (Vardachar:19?3t11), Further, if we take into 
account the fact that most or the teachers in the schools 
are upper castes and urban in their background, we find 
that the conflict of values may not create a. serious 
discontinUity. 

However, amongst the lower class and caste 
families conflict between the school and the family may 
be of a different order. Many lower class and caste 
families are in conflict with the schools befause these 
fail to satisfy the expectations of the schools. On the 
t'i ·::.~ other hand these families expect to offer a 
possible alternative in the struggle to improve the 
statuses of their children by way of education. The 
conflict is resolved by withdrawing the child from the 
school. A reason why pupils drop-out of schools or 
ro!get what they have learnt is that the education 
provided in schools is unrelated to their lives and 
totally dominated by abstract 'role •. Similarly the 
cultural pressures of upper class families differ from 
those of the schools but the conflict here is resolved 
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in man~ases_by transferring the child to a better 
school. That is one of the reasons why the popularity 
of public schools has not diminished and why the average 
middJ.e class parents still regard a public school 
education as the bess investment for their children•s 
future. 

In many ways qualitative education is not 
equally avaDable to all sections or population in India. 
Schools are segregated. Even intelligent pupils coming 
from low soc1o;weconorn1c level and culturally different 
families m~ find adjustment problem in schools, where 
mostly upper castes or status.groups of pupils are drawn 
and are better equipped - comparatively. Therefore, 
a cultural connict arises because or the d.ifference 
and diversity in family and school environment. The 
distinction here is not of lower or upper caste or 
class only but also of urban and rural. background. It 
is because of the family background that students from 
lower caste or class, and a rural background tend to 
have lower aspirational value than those frore upper 
caste or class ani an urban lilackground. 

Caste based and class based differences in 
value orientations and aspiratlons create a self 
imposed barrier to en improved position.. Lower caste 
and lower & class individ~tal as a group have a value 
system that reduces the likelihood of individual advance
ment. Family and school channelize relevant values so 
that certain pattern of life is maintained and 
reinforced in the society. 
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Findings on early leaving from the schools 
suggest that there is a clash between the values of 
scheduled castes and lower income group (D.M~ta: 
1960:16-32). Presumably the drop-outs come mostly 
from the scheduled castes and lo~ income group pupils 
which have un1ntegrated set of values. The values of 

O.,.l'(Z;.. 

schools in general~alien to this group. Thus for many 
pupils, the Indian school is very much an alien 
institution, there is a continuation or that tradition 
in which academic segregation also means class separation, 
whiCh maintains the traditional relationship between 
class-caste and schools in India. 

Among the 1ower class children, the pressure 
to earn livelihood may result in withdrawal from 
schoibls. J:mong the middle class children, there is a 
struggle to continue, whatever the social cost. In fact, 
the middle class parents undergo the 'deffered grati
fication'. That is to stay, they postpone comforts and 
even necessities to proVide education to their children. 
In India this is especially true in those families 
where children are sent to medical and engineering course. 
Among the upper class in India there is either devotion 
to learnong or cynical indifference to it. This results 
in polarities. A wealthy man's son can become a great 
scientist or remain an ill-educated person. In all 
these class situations we should recognize the family 
participation in education. 

It is the middle class youths who are most 
. influenced by the type of school they attend. ~e 

implication is that the child from a middle class family 
is muchMore likely to respond to school values than the 
lower class. This is the major social category which 



acquires harmonious value orientation. It leads to the 
tentative conclusion on the nature of socialization 
p·rocess in India tbat it is increasingly more important 
to ascertain bow the family and school interact 
toggther and make a joint effort to "emphasise the 
phenomenon of value-internalization in the process 
ot socialization and consider the process to be 
essentially subjective"(Yogendra Singhs196?:53). 

Thus we find that while the clasl.or values 
may not hinder the educability of the pupil in the 
uppercaste families, this clash leads to the withdrawal 
amongst the pupils of the lower caste fam1.11es for 
various reasons. 
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CHAPTER- V 

ptJl.U.iARY .AJ;lD CONCLUSlOfl 

I 

I, 

In the first chapter we observed that the 
:process of socialization inculcates and perpetuates : . 
the value system in a given society. The family 
and the school, beside peer .... group pla:r a dominant ,l· 

(' 

role in the process of socialization. Therefore, th~, 1. 
significance of the interaction between the family a 1 d 

\' the school has been eeeognized by the sociolgists /!1' 
in the west as well as in India. To support our · )\ 

'·' contention we have re~ewed soma of the \'iestern '. ',; 1· 
studies in this field and demonstrated their main ' t \ 
findings. 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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In the Second Cha.pter we have exami.ned the family 

system in Ind:l.a and 1 ts value profile. This we did by 

reviewing the available studies. The various findings reveal 
that the general 1deal-type of family structure ~n India is 

~ 

the joint family though in practice the ideal may not be 
followed. The joint fam:tly is mostly traditional in their 
value- orientations. The 111tua.lism or religiosity, 
unquestionable obedience, family loyalty, and a sense of 
responsibility are treated as most significant values. 

We noticed that the value profile of the rural 
family 1s traditional emphasising hierarchy, authority, 
obedience, conformity to caste values and the like. We 
notice that the urban families have been e~posed to change. 
Yet in spite of the changes, the .few studies on urbam 
families reveal their traditionalistic value profile. Only 
amongst a fringe of upper class Westernised families we 
notice that the value profile is non-traditional. 

The Third Chapter, is devoted to the Indian school 
system in order to understand its value profiles. ln dming 
so we have examined both the traditional and modern trends 
and also the development of the Indian school system. We 
find that traditional India did not have a consistent 
educatior.al patter.n. Educati.on was influenced by the general 

values of life. Transcendental values were more common in 
pedagogy. The modern school system is essentially secular in 
character, liberal in spirit, scientific and rational in 
outlook, egalitai'ian in approach, and technological in skil'l 
training. This signifies the clear departure from the 
traditional system of school to modern one. 
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In the Fourth Chapter we have returned to 
the issues that we poseal for the examination and 
analysis in the first one. Here we have made an 
analysis of the interaction between the family and 
school in India with special reference to the value 
system of the two institutions. Here we have been 
a~le to demonstrate how caste/class, rural/urban, 
traditional/modern families cOJlle into direct clash 
or c&nflict with modern school values in India. 
These conflicts are sometimes resolved and sometimes 
they remain unresolved. 

From tlle limited 11 terature available v1e 

have demonstrated that the value profiles of the 
family and the school in India are genel"ally in 
conflict. HoweYcr, we not!cc that it is upper caste• 
urban families which have been flexible and have been 
able tO adapt themselves in order to maintain ru1d 
improve their position in the society. It is the 
lower caste families which one also invariably low 
in class pos:1.tion who find it difficult to adapt. 
It is the children from these families who either 
drop out from the school or become 'under achievers•. 

II 

The preceding exercise is not a comprehensive 
account or the study of interaction between the value 
profiles of the family and school in Ind:ta. It is 
just an attempt to survey the existing literature in 
the area. 

This study has revea1ed to us various 
areas in which more research needs to be done in 
India• They are : 
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1. A comparative study of the process of 
socialization and the role of the family, the school 
and the peer group in 

(a) urban and rural areas, and 

(b) higher and lower castes/classes. 

2, A systematic anal.ysi.s of the social background 
of teachers or schools and their role in the process 
of socialisation. A comparative study of the teachers 
from different categories of school also needs 
analysis~' 

3. A study met analyse in depth the causes of 
the drop-out~ problem in India and the organisational 
and syllabi changes that need to be made to solve the 
problem, 

.... __ .... ,.. 
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